WHAT WE DO
with almost 30
years of experience
we can do just about
anything

COMPREHENSIVE FULL SERVICE LAND SERVICES....
Leasing, Courthouse-State-Federal Records Research, Title Ownership, Surface Access and Damages,
Right-of-Way Acquisition, Permitting, Due Diligence, Prospect Acquisition and Engineering Support.
We are a small shop with a detailed focus

through right-of-way and surface use

on filling your specific land department needs

negotiation and settlement; or in the Oil and Gas

when it comes to drilling and acquisition

Commission with compliance and permit related

services and support.

activities.

James C Karo Associates prides itself on

In this dawning of a new alternative age,

its professional and ethical land related activities

we also have experience with Wind Farm

for various clients throughout the Rocky

Leasing and Facility Layout. We are blazing the

Mountain West and Midwest.

new trail in Carbon Sequestration with a focus

If you are looking for talented and highly
experienced professionals to help with your land
needs, you owe it to yourself to talk with us. We

on reservoir acquisition and landowner
negotiation as well as CO2 transportation.
When you want it done right, the first time,

have over 30 years of dedicated service in

James C Karo Associates is the answer. You will

Leasing, Permitting, Title Examination and Oil

find our rates competitive, our connections far

and Gas Operations.

reaching, and our “can do” attitude infectious.

We will support your drilling program from

James C Karo Associates

any avenue... in-house as your contract

1750 Lafayette Street

landman; in the field with leasing and

Denver, Colorado 80218

acquisition; with production and transportation

303.279.0789

Meet James C Karo
Certified Petroleum Landman and member
of IPAMS, The AAPL, DAPL and WAPL as
well as the Rocky Mountain Mineral Law
Foundation and The Society of Petroleum
Engineers .

YOU CAN REACH US AT 303.279.0789 IN DENVER, COLORADO

